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Creating Efficient And Enjoyable Work Spaces For Our Clients.

OUR 
MISSION
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SUCCESSFUL HISTORY OF
CREATIVE DESIGN AND 
QUALITY PRODUCTION 

SINCE 

2000
IN THE HEART 

OF CHINA 

18
YEARS 
OF INNOVATIVE 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
MODERN OFFICE 

>
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We provide convenient and efficient delivery services for many domestic and foreign companies.
And use this as the core to radiate more places.
The products cooperate with industry, government, medical, finance, education, military and 
other industries.The company has been acting and making unremitting efforts to contribute its 
own strength and serve the society.

>60,000 FACTORY AREA, 

>350 EMPLOYEES 

>22  MARKETS

SQUARE METERS >3 AFTER SERVICE CENTERS

More than 22 countries and regions around the world to provide convenient and efficient distribution services and to 
ensure that within 48 hours to provide users with high-quality office environment solutions. 
Continued to this day, we vigorously expand the international market, with the global outstanding enterprises to grow!

China

Australia

Europe

Dubai

North America

South America

Russia
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WHO WE ARE?

WHAT WE VALUE?

We are Omni, founded is 2000, Omni has been a pioneer in ergonomics and 
is now a global manufacturer of products that create workplace well-being.
We are located Yangzhou, near Shanghai in China, and specialize 
in producing a wide variety of office solutions that are OEM compatible. 
Omni provides a full exporting service to our customers guaranteeing
accurate and on time international deliveries. 
We create products to make life better.

It’s easy to make a product that looks great.
It’s not so easy to make one that still looks good after years of heavy use.
At Omni, we believe that the best designs in the world are based on customer 
purpose and function. If the design solves these simply and elegantly, the 
resulting form will be timeless and relevant across cultures.
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SIT STAND
EFFICIENCy

/ 

MORE

Since we began, we’ve believed that the modern 
workplace must be an active one. Sit/stand is an 
important part of this, but many companies are 
struggling with how to best implement it. Historically, 
most companies have implemented Sit/stand by 
giving everyone that capability. Yet studies have 
shown that the percentage of employees (around 
40%) who are given a Sit/stand desk will actually 
use it. Omni designed the Sit/stand solution, that 
can be given to everyone. Today, more and more 
companies are taking this more efficient approach 
and finding that Sit/stand utilization is often higher.

We use the sensitive and open antenna to follow the latest trends of the market. We design all kinds of 
fashionable market. Simple and casual, it will satisfy your need to the greatest extent.
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Medical research has highlighted that we should spend at least 
40% of our time standing at work.
Whilst standing all day can lead to back, knee or foot problems, 
remaining in a sitting position for more than 2 hours at a time 
significantly increases health risks. It has been suggested that 
regularly standing up at work has a number of health benefits 
including reduced risk of obesity, reduced risk of type 2 diabetes, 
reduced risk of cardiovascular disease and a reduced risk of 
cancer.

Omni’s Motion Table range integrates the adjustment mechanisms 
seamlessly into the desk frame giving a clean and less mechanical 
appearance. Omni products can also be installed as single desks 
or clustered workstations. This improves the efficiency of the 
structure as well as providing users with the means to configure 
and arrange workstations to suit their interior space.

STORy
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Available in three different feet 
options and sizes.Feel free to 
mix and match,present the best 
design in your eyes.

Maximum load:120kgs
Low standby power:<0.1w
Low noise level:<50dB
3 stages column:40mm/s
2 stages column:33mm/s

Two Legs Solution-Rectangle 
Original Designed Frame

Frame height 
3 stages column:560~1210mm
2 stages column:650~1150mm
Frame Extension:1200-1600mm
Recommended work surface dimensions
Standard:1200mm~1800mm(width),700
~800mm(depth)

Weight of OM01 package:33~40kg
Accessories(optional):
Cable tray, safety lock and enhanced 
anti-collision feature with extra smart touch.
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Different legs, but one frame.
With the wide product programmed.
You get access to different standard columns with motor 
housings that all fit the same frame construction.
Whether you prefer a rectangular or a round leg, oval leg 
and just one screw size for all installation. 
This means it is very easy to create a new design without 
having to change the desk construction completely.

Two Legs Solution-Round 
Original Designed Frame

Maximum load:100kgs
Low standby power:<0.1w
Low noise level:<50dB
3 stages column:40mm/s
2 stages column:33mm/s

Frame height 
3 stages column:560~1210mm
2 stages column:650~1150mm
Frame Extension:1200-1600mm
Recommended 
work surface dimensions
Standard:1200mm~1800mm(width),
700~800mm(depth)

Weight of OM01 package: 33~40kg
Accessories(optional):
Cable tray, safety lock and enhanced 
anti-collision feature with extra smart 
touch.

Available in three different feet options 
and sizes.Feel free to mix and match,
present the best design in your eyes.
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We keep the lower standby power consumption to just 0.1W. 
All control boxes have low standby power as standard. 
The Handset will be turn off automatically if not work reach 1 minutes.

For health reasons and for the sake of the environment we 
use environmental materials

Two Legs Solution-Oval 
Original Designed Frame

Maximum load:120kgs
Low standby power:<0.1w
Low noise level:<50dB
3 stage column:40mm/s
2 stage column:33mm/s

Frame height 
3 stages column:560~1210mm
2 stages column:650~1150mm
Frame Extension:1200-1600mm
Recommended 
work surface dimensions
Standard:1200mm~1800mm(width),
700~800mm(depth)

Weight of OM01 package:33~40kg
Accessories(optional):
Cable tray, safety lock and enhanced 
anti-collision feature with extra smart 
touch.

Available in three different feet options 
and sizes.Feel free to mix and match,
present the best design in your eyes.
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IMOTION PRODUCTS PROVIDE YOU 
WITH THE TOTAL SOLUTION
The structure provides support for work-surfaces, screens, wire management and storage. 
Many of the components are shared with a complimentary fixed height bench system.

SCREEN 
Fabric-covered screens in various widths enhance 
employees’ privacy and glass versions also enable 
communication. Screens can be fitted with a rail to 
accommodate various accessories.

ANTI-COLLISION 
SOLUTION 

Protect your investment both on the way up and on 
the way down with a electric height adjustable lifting 
column system that comes with a hardware based 
anti-collision solution.

All necessary components are included within each kit – including lifting columns, controls, 
control boxes and software, wiring and assembly hardware. 

Three Legs Solution
L Shaped Three Leg Desk Frame
Original Designed Frame
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Employee Health: To offer a Sit/stand product range that provides
measurable benefits for long term employee health.

Cost effective: The reality that organizations face today is one of limited
resources for a future of limitless change. Omni are committed to providing
the best solutions at the best value.

Maximum load:120kgs/150kgs
Low standby power:<0.1w
Low noise level:<50dB
3 stages column:40mm/s
2 stages column:33mm/s
Frame height 
3 stages column:560~1210mm
2 stages column:650~1150mm
Frame Extension:1200-1600mm
Recommended work surface dimensions
Standard:1200mm~1800mm(width),
700~800mm(depth)
Weight of OM01 package: 45-48kgs
Accessories(optional)
Cable tray, safety lock and 
enhanced anti-collision feature with t-touch

Three Legs Solution
L Shaped Three Leg Desk Frame
Original Designed Frame
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A small number of elements can be combined to create a wide 
range of office types. 
The height adjustment feature is available in different versions 
electric motor( Sit/stand),crank-operated or manual locking style.

Additional elements such as technical beams, various screens,CPU 
holders and other accoessories can be used to create individual 
style workspaces.

Two Legs Solution
Sitting Together 
Original Designed Frame
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WIDE RANGE
A small number of elements can be 
combined to create a wide range of 
office types. 
Offering great flexibility for adapting 
to new situations as needed. 

TOP 
Multi-use single tables have laminate tops and 
white-black gloss steel legs fitted with glides.

COLUMN 

Omni guarantees adaptable 
layouts and solutions that 
support a collection of ways 
to work, enable an integral 
customization for each user, 
while providing concealed 
power and data.

CUSTOMIZATION
Our large formal CNC technology 
provides advanced capabilities 
and a wide range of solutions to 
meet and needs. Let Us Build 
Your Next Product!

Omni gives you the flexibility and adaptability to create your desired setting 
for today as well as being able to evolve affordably in the future.

SCREENS 

The acoustic screen system is designed & manufactured 
to stringent standards using superior quality materials, 
components and craftsmanship achieved with modern 
technology and machinery.A large range of shapes, size 
and colour options are available for the users to create their 
own individual space.

STORAGE
A  wide range of storage units, that can adapt to your 
space and needs in every work area, making them an 
essential part of storage in your workplace.

MONITOR ARM 

Play maximum desktop space 
with LCD monitor arm.

STRUCTURE 

H-legs structure makes the 
desk more stable, this is 
a competitive solution for 
operative workspaces that 
require versatility.

WIRE MANAGEMENT
A wire management system is fitted to the bench 
frame and provides umbilical risers, ceiling entry, 
and horizontal trays for cable distribution.

Sit Stand Workstation
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You’ll meet with your dedicated agent to discuss your needs and map out your 
real estate strategy.Omni gives you the flexibility and adaptability to create your 
desired setting for today as well as being able to evolve affordably in the future.  
This is engineered to save space and adapt by using interchangeable components.

“Meet Your Team”

The modern office is a combination of 
collaborative zones and traditional workplace
privacy. The simplicity of electric height 
adjustment, the symmetry of double-sided and 
singled-sided desks,the eye-catching design 
of colorful & practical privacy screens, and 
the health and productivity boosts of periodic 
standing throughout the day.

Face-To-Face 
Modular Bench Solution

Give Us A 
Challenge
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Space has the power to transform business – unlocking the potential of people and organizations. 
Intentional design, warm hospitality and flexible solutions enable your team to do their best work.

Face-To-Face 
Modular Bench Solution

Wire Management

Power socket with different options, UL approved Keep the lower standby power consumption to just 0.1W

Power outlets and cables are fully concealed in the center technology raceway. Smart tops provide 
socket access to data ports and the standard 4-circuit power system. For frequent user access, 
surface- and edge-mount power and data options assure connections are always close at hand.

“Where Company Becomes Community”
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Quiet Solutions 
The sound of Omni Products for the office need to have an “indoor voice.” We can keep below 
50lb,this sound level allows your products to move without disturbing the surroundings. 

Smooth Movement With Lifting  
This is achieved through advanced engineering that have high quality reach EMC standard.

Focus On Design 
We welcome to make OEM design for the Clients.

Focus On Wellness 
Our new software, mobile app controller function, encourages users to 
stand more during the day to improve their health and productivity.

Availability:
Omni has expanded our after-service center capabilities in the United
States to offer expedited turn around on small quantities and custom 
solutions. We also offer stocking agreements so when you need product 
quickly we can make it happen.

Face-To-Face
Modular Bench Solution
“Flexible Options To Fit Your Needs”
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COLUMN APPEARANCES

Inner Tube Size
82*48mm

Middle Tube Size
 91*57mm

Outer Tube Size
67*101mm

Black (RAL9005)
Grey  (RAL9006)
White (RAL9016)

THREE STANDARD 
COLORS

HA-JXL-272

HA-OLF-293 HA-JXL-901 HA-RLF-260 HA-JXL-811 HA-DF-905

HA-RTL-259 

HA-RL-247.1HA-OVAL-275.2HA-OVAL-275.1 HA-RL-247.2

Our ergo motion product line includes 8 standard columns 
with motor housings, which all fit the same desk frame. 

- Rectangular, round or oval appearances.
- Two or three-part telescopic outer tubes.
- Columns can be configured for wide top/narrow bottom,
  or vice versa depending on preference.

HA-CSL-264.1 HA-CSL-264.2 

LIFTING 
COLUMN
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ICONTROLLER SYSTEM 

Power Input: AC100V-240V 50/60Hz Max. 3A.
Touch panels
Display for desk height
Memory functions
iControl System Type: CE/UL/FCC for Controller Box, IEC 60950-1 
(TOP STANDARD)
Warranty Period: 5 years

Multiple solutions:                                
Gear motors
Lifting columns
Easy assembly frame kits

Eco efficient:
Control boxes are designed for 0.05W of standby power consumption

Various control choices:
Touch panels
Display for desk height
Memory functions

TABLE TOP COLOR OPTIONS

SCREEN COLOR OPTIONS

OM-812  
Oaken

OM-938  
Nordic Oak

OM-0083
Pure Black

OM-0504
Oriental Red

OM-9011 
Light Maple

OM-C-14  
White Maple

OM-0408
Huang Feng

OM-0413 
Maple

OM-1200 
Dark Grey

OM-0544 
Lincoln Walnut

OM-1328 
Silver Brushed

OM-0166 
Cherry

OM-1569 
Rosewood

OM-3329 
Gray Rice Point

OM-1440
White Oak

OM-556
Cherry Blossom Pear

OM-830
Rosewood

OM-859 
Pear Wood

OM-1205 
Almond Yellow

OM41

OM46OM45

OM15OM10

OM47OM43 OM48 OM49

OM40OM17 OM42

OM-8803 
Fashion Gray

OM-1630 
Frost White

OM-632 
Pure White

OM-9005  
Elm

OM-699  
Ash

ANTI-COLLISON SENSOR
We offer an extra-collision sensor based on touch technology 
which can be integrated easily into the control system and does not 
require any additional hardware upgrades.

BLUE-TOOTH ADAPTER 
To motivate and support desk users to get the most out of their 
height adjustable desks, Omni has designed I’Desk app system, 
connect your desk with the desk control apps via bluetooth wireless 
technology.

CABLE TRAY AND UMBILICAL
May be used to manage cables for electronic items which are 
placed on the work surface (examples-laptops, monitors, lamps).

ACCESSORIES MATERIALS
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Single Motion Table

Four Person Motion Bench

120 Angle Motion Bench

Two Person Motion Desk

OPTIONS

TERMS OF USE
The user is responsible for determining the suitability of Omni products for a 
specific application. 
Omni takes great care in providing accurate and up-to-date information on 
its products. However, due to continuous development in order to improve its 
products,Omni products are subject to frequent modifications and changes without 
prior notice.Therefore, Omni cannot guarantee the correct and actual status of 
said information on its products.
While Omni uses its best efforts to reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the 
availability of any particular product. 
Therefore, Omni reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any product displayed 
on its website or listed in its catalogues or other written material drawn up by 
Omni.

Terms of use
Perfection in movement
If you are looking for adding movement to your office desk, a height adjustable 
solution is the easy flexible way to gain the competitive edge and improve your 
business.

EFFECTS OF PROLONGED STANDING:
* Sore feet
* Swelling of the legs
* Varicose veins
* Static muscle fatigue
* Low back pain
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